[Perinatological aspects of mutual relationships between asthma and pregnancy].
We have researched influence of asthma on pregnancy, fetus and delivery. We have verified asthmatic pregnant women on the basis of the relevant medical documentation (N=42). Control group is made of healthy pregnant women selected under the FIGO criteria (K=100). We followed up influence of asthma on pregnancy by evaluation of 6 variables which are determinants of pregnancy quality (spontanious abortion, missed abortion, hyperemesis gravidarum, EPH gestoses, prematurity and over-carried pregnancy. Authors didn't find any statistical significance in influence of asthma on pregnancy quality although the level of pathological situations in all researched variables was about 25% higher than in control group. In over-carried pregnancy variable statistically significant low level of cases was found in researched group. Influence of asthma on fetus was monitored with the methods of clinical measurements of fetuses biophysical profile, cardiotocographic index and amnioscopy. Significantly higher participation of pathological situations was found in all three monitored variables within researched group of pregnancies (p<0.01). We have monitored influence of asthma on delivery with the methods of clinical measurement ABS pregnant-asthmatic woman, ABS of the new-born baby, body mass of new-born baby and the kind of delivery. A statistically significant fall of pp O2 (p<0.01) was found as well as declination of actual pH of pregnant-asthmatic woman toward acidosis (p<0.01) during the second delivery stage. Kind of delivery is showing statistically high level of participation of surgical termination of delivery in researched group (SC and vacuum extraction)--(p<0.001).